
 

Description

At a response action in a manure cellar where manure (or other aggressive
chemicals) are involved, the life span of the Breathing Apparatus is much
shortened (manure is aggressive to the breathing apparatus set). This
Breathing Apparatus set is a valuable piece of Personal Protection
Equipment and needs to be protected as much as possible. The Breathing
Apparatus Set needs to be disconnected, cleaned, re-assembled and tested
after a response action when the Breathing Apparatus Set is contaminated.
Sometimes even parts need to be replaced. We do not have to explain that
this is time consuming and cost worthy. Do you spent a lot of time by
cleaning your Breathing Apparatus Set after an operation? Than the Manure
Cellar Suit is the solution for you!
Breathing Apparatus (cylinders) are located inside the suit and can therefore
not be contaminated!
Also the clothing which is worn underneath the Suit is of course also
protected by the suit.
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Specifications

hood part is big enough in order to go over a Gallet helmet
large entry for easy entrance
interchangeable gloves due to cuff system. Fluid tight!
breathing Apparatus cylinders can easily be exchanged
without complete donning of the suit.
permanent sealed Safety boots S5 quality and obtainable
in different sizes
a lot of moving space inside the suit
easy cleaning by rinsing with water

All product options

material: Black anti static PVC or normal yellow PVC, or
other material
fluid tight zip or standard normal Nylon zip with overflap
(cover)
suit can also be delivered with reinforcements on knees
and elbows
sizes of the Suit standard: S, M, L, XL, XXL and XXXL
sizes of boots 37 up to and including 47
when you need a different size, please contact us.
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